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JNPT generates 8.5
lakh units solar energy

Pages 8 | Price ` 1

Electricity Board
of Panvel detects
power thefts
Worth more than Rs 33 lakhs

JNPT can generate up to 822KW
NAVI MUMBAI: The
government of India
has set an ambitious
target of installing 1
lakh MW of solar capacity by 2022 with a
view to promote clean
energy and reduce dependence on petroleum
and diesel which create
pollution.
JNPT in its own
way is modestly contributing to this noble
exercise by installing
solar energy panels at
JNPT facilities. The
port has installed solar
power panels on several rooftops in its township and commercial
premises to generate
solar power and reduce
dependence on traditional energy sources.
This is supported by a
15 per cent subsidy
from Solar Energy Corporation of India (part
of Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy).
The project has total capacity to generate
822 Kilowatt power at
peak performance.
JNPT hospital generated the highest at 2.7
lakh units of electricity followed by admin
building 1.7 lakh units,
port user building 1.2

lakh units, shopping
complex and maint. office 1.06 lakh units taking the total to 8.5 lakh
units electricity generated during 2017-18
which has resulted saving electricity expense
of Rs 1.2 Crore till
March 2018.
JNPT has installed

solar power plant at St.
Marry School, IES
School, PUB, Admin
Building, IES School,
officer club, staff club,
MP Hall, shopping
complex & maintenance office and Hospital.
Commenting on the
solar energy pro-

gramme, Neeraj Bansal, Chairman, JNPT
said,” Generation of
clean energy and reduction in the consumption of polluting
energies is a need of the
hour. India presents a
very good chance of generating alternate green
energy and JNPT is
keen to generate maximum solar energy for
its captive consumption
and reduce its dependence on traditional
energy to the extent
possible”.
JNPT
recently
launched Mobile Environmental Monitoring
Vehicle to update on
real time air quality
monitoring of the air as
part of its clean environment move at
JNPT.

FCRIMS Students Undertake
CSR Activities Across The City

FCRIMS students along with RTO officials promote the cause of Road Safety at the
busy Shivaji Maharaj Chowk junction in Vashi.
By Ashok Dhamija
management college Vashi (popularly known
Navi Mumbai: The based in Vashi Fr. C. as Father Agnel Busimanagement students Rodrigues Institute of
Cont. on pg. 6
of one of the leading Management Studies,

By Crime Reporter
PANVEL: The
officers of the Electricity Board of Panvel
divison carried out a
campaign against
nabbing the power
thieves. In matter of
four months, actions
were taken against

130 consumers who
had indulged in power
theft. It was found
that these 130 consumers had stolen
3,07,000 units of
power worth around
Rs 33,86,000.
Cont. on pg. 6
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 Office For Rent, Fully Furnished, A/C at Vashi Plaza, C467, 2nd Floor, Ph-9324367373
 Flat For Sale, 2 BHK, Gr Floor Flat 800 Sqft (built-up)
area in sec 29 Vashi, Contact-9820944228
 Urgent Sale for 2 BHK, Carpet 523 Sq. Ft., Covered
Terrace 1290 Sq. Ft. Basement Parking, Sector 11,
Kharghar, 9892121111, 8879951963
 Sale For 1 BHK at Koaprkhairane, Sector-22, D-Type
Building, 1st Floor, 440 Sq. Ft., Good Society, Contact
Owner- 9930555993
 Flat for Sale Tower Bldg with all aminities Kharghar, Sec35. Contact 90291 36678 / 93222 63966

 Required Delevery Staff, Biker & Walker For Courier
Salary + Incentice + Petrol Allowance, Velex Logistic PVT.
LTD. Area: Navi Mumbai, Contact- 9967248709
 Urgent Required Data Entry Operator, Location Vashi,
Salary Rs. 8000 to 8500 Day & Night Shift (Only Male)
E:Mail- sandeep.singh@saujannya.com, Contact9322928212
 Urgent Required For well reputed Exports Company in
Vashi, Navi Mumbai, - STORE KEEPER, - ACCOUNT
ASSISTANT, Call:- 022-27837877, 022- 27835073, Well
Knowledge Of Word, Excel In Computer, E:Mailmail@masalakingexports.com, finance@masalaking
exports.com

Belapur Office On Sale, Semi Furnished Office with 3 Cabin,
AC, Bathroom, Free Parking, Sale Negotiable, Address:Sector-15, CBD Belapur, Contact No:- 9702010808

 Required for Account Assistant, Female, Eligibility - B.com.
at S.R.Jadhav & Associates, Office No.42, Mahavir Bhakti
CHS, Plot No.93, Sector 15, Opp. D’Mart, Koparkhairane,
Contact:- 9892227435

 2 BHK On Rent, Shree Ganesh Tower, Sector1, Vashi,
Rent- 23,000/-, Shop On Rent ‘SS’ Type, Bank Of
Maharashtra Facing, Sector-2, Vashi, Rent-16,000/-,
Contact- 98921 93000

 Require RCC DRAFTMAN, with 1 to 2 year Experience,
Send CV to Email:- aggokhale@rediffmail.com at Vashi
Office, Contact- 9820519523.

 Rental Vashi 3 BHK Fully Furnished, with full interiors,
Luxurious Flat at Sector 29, Vashi, Availavle On Rent 42000, Deposit - 2.5 Lakhs, Contact or WhatsApp Owner
99692 28166

 Urgently required Marketing Manager (M/F) Exp. MIn.
3-5 years in Hotel Industries, HOTEL SHELTER PALACE, Plot No. 179/A, Sec. 19C, Near APMC Market,
Vashi, Call:- 9892831484

 Flat For Sale at Ghansoli 635 Sq.Ft. Near Dargha, Plot
430. Contact- 9324251787

PAYING GUEST

 Nerul 1 BHK For Sale 580 Sq. Ft. Safal Complex, Sector
19 A, samruddhi Real Estate Contact 93220 66393

EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
HOSPITA LS
Nayak Laboratory
Shushrusha Heart
D Y Patil Nerul
Sterling Hospital, Vashi
MGM Hospital, Vashi
Apollo Cliic, Vashi
MGM Hospital, CBD
MGM HospitalKalamboli
Vashi Civic Hospital
Nerul Civic Hospital
PKC Hospital
Dr. Mahajan’s Hospital & ITC

27600500
27722506
39215999
27826969
61526666
27881322
27572293
27423405
27899901
27703760
27652476
27691679

ATTENTION READERS
While every effort is made to check the genuineness of
party/parties inserting ads in this paper, we cannot be held
responsible for the truthfulness of its contents. The publishers, Editor and/or the staff cannot be held responsible for
any loss or damage due to transactions that they may enter
into guided by the ads.

 Male / Female PG, Accomodation available near Mc
Donald, Sector - 17, Call Maya : 93222 82264
 Bachelor Accomodation available at Koperkhairane Rs
3500 pm with one month advance payment. Contact :
92242 99669 / 92242 997606
 P. G. Available at Kharghar, Sector - 35D working Ladies
and student ladies with all facilities. 5500 pm. Contact :
79776 30070
 Lady PG Accomodation available at Kharghar Sector 35D,
with all facilties. Contact : 79776 30070

SPECIAL OFFER
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ON REAL
ESTATE (Buying /Selling /Paying Guest etc.)
A 20 word classified in NEWSBAND
will cost you only Rs 100/- Applicable
for direct buyers and sellers.
For details, call : 20870513, 27815380

For inserting advertisements in

NEWSBAND
Divakar - 9867529915
Vijay - 9867529919
Rampreet - 9867659921
Off : 2087 0513 / 2781 5380

PUBLIC NOTICE
Re: Flat No.103 on the first floor of the building
named INDRAPRASTHA ENCLAVE in INDRAPRASTHA COMPLEX Co-Operative Housing Society Limited, on Plot Nos.13 & 14, situated at Sector-29, Vashi,
Navi Mumbai, Tal. & Dist. Thane,
THIS is to notify that my Clients are the Owners of the Flat
No.103 on the first floor of the building named INDRAPRASTHA ENCLAVE in INDRAPRASTHA COMPLEX Co-Operative Housing Society Limited, on Plot
Nos.13 & 14, situated at Sector-29, Vashi, Navi Mumbai, Tal. & Dist. Thane, (hereinafter referred to as the said
premises).
That the following original documents in respect of the said
Flat are lost, misplaced in transit while travelling from Vashi
Bus Depot to Sector-29, Vashi, on 18th December 2017 and
the same are not traceable :
i) Agreement for Sale dated 20th October 2005 registered
between Mr. Sandeep Sitaram Ghandat and Mr.Shantaram
Eknath Shinde,
ii) Cancellation Deed dated 5th January 2006 registered
between Mr.Shantaram Eknath Shinde and Mr. Sandeep
Sitaram Ghandat
A Police complaint has been lodged with the Vashi Police
Station on 6th August 2018 and recorded in Property Missing
Register no.2116/2018.
Any person/s, Bank/s, Financial Institution/s, Organization/
s, Company/ies, or any other Govt./Concerned authorities
having any right, title, interest, claim, demand etc. against or
in the aforesaid lost documents by way of inheritance, mortgage, possession, sale, gift, lease, lien, charge, trust, maintenance, development, easement, transfer, licence, either
agitated in any litigation or otherwise or any other right or
interest whatsoever are hereby required to make the same
known in writing to the undersigned within a period of 15
days from the date of publication hereof.
If no claim is made as required hereinabove, my clients will
be at liberty to deem that such right/s, if any, have been
waived for all intents and purposes and not binding on our
clients.
Date: 08-08-2018
Sd/Place: Navi Mumbai. ADV. M.T.THACKER,
ADVOCATE M.T.THACKER & ASSOCIATES
(Advocates High Court),
E-6/0:4, Sector-1, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400 703.
E Mail: office@mtthacker.com
Tel: 27825052 / 27825084 / 85
Ref: 1612107
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Youth found possessing
weapon illegally, arresting

By Crime Reporter
NAVI MUMBAI:
Panvel City police laid
a trap and arrested the
youth who was possessing weapon illegally.
The police confiscated
from him a revolver
and two live cartridges.
Panvel City police
received a tip off about
a serial criminal
roaming about with a
revolver in Panvel
region. Accordingly

police deputy insector
Sunil Tarmale and his
squad laid a trap near
water tank at Panvel
ST Stand. They found
a 23 year old youth
moving in a manner
which invited their
suspicion. He was
taken aside and
frisked. He was found
possessing a revolver
and two live cartridges which were confiscated. The police then

arrested him for
illegally possessing
weapons.
The accused
confessed to having
committed crimes in
Panvel region. There
are house breaking
thefts registered
against him at the
police stations in
Nerul, Turbhe, Panvel
City and Vashi,
informed police deputy
inspector Tarmale.
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Inauguration by Paresh Thakur
Of the new branch of Jyunes Global
Company at New Panvel

Jyunes Global is
the company which
makes cosmetics. A
new centre of this
company has started
functioning near
New Panvel railway
station. The inauguration of this centre

was done by leader
of the house Paresh
Thakur on Monday.
Also present during
this inauguration
were corporation’s
construction chairman Adv. Manoj
Bhujbal, Jan David,

Sanjay Shetty, Devi
Joshi, Sagar
Akolkar, Sima
Akolkar, Dr. Janardan Mahisare,
Mayuri Thakkar
and others. (By
Vijaykumar Kamble)

Band by Maratha Samaj called off

Motor cycle thief arrested, seven
motorcycles confiscated from him

By Crime Reporter
NAVI
MUMBAI:
Kalamboli police have
arrested a serial criminal who indulged in
stealing motor cycles.
Momin Ezaz Shaikh
(19) is the serial criminal and he was found
to have been involved
in motorcycle theft in
seven different places.
The police have confiscated from him seven
motorcycles.
Since there were
many motorcycle theft
incidents registered in
Kalamboli police station, police deputy inspector Santosh Pimple and his squad went
on a hunt for the motorcycle thief. While

searching, the police
got hold of the information about Momin Ezaz
Shaikh who resided at
Nerul. The police als
got the tip off that he
was to arrive at Kalamboli’s Foodland Mall to
steal motor cycles. Accordingly the police, on
2 August, set a trap
near Foodland Mall
and they succeeded in
catching hold of Momin. On being interrogated, he confessed to
having stolen two motorcycles from Nerul,
one each from Kalamboli, Kharghar, APMC,
Khandeshwar and
Chembur. In all, he
had stolen seven motorcycles. The police

then arrested him and
confiscated all the stolen motorcycles. He
has been remanded to
police custody till 9
August, informed police deputy inspector
Pimple.

A meeting of
Maharashtra State
Coordinators was held
to discuss about the
Band that was to take
place on Thursday, 9
August, 2018. In the
meeting, it was
decided that that
there would be no

Band on 9 August
2018. The decision
was taken by Marata
Samaj as well as

Navi Mumbai Coordinators. (By Chandrashekhar
Hendve)
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By C K Subramaniam
A captain has to
imbibe many qualities
to become a great leader. He has to have the
nerve of a gambler, the
patience of a saint and
the mind of a psychiatrist. Virat Kohli
showed character to
lead a team from the
front to contribute 200
runs and made maximum contribution to
the side in a losing
cause. This batting effort earned him the
number one ICC ranking as a test batsman.
The skipper is an asset to the side. He replaced Smith, who is
banned from active
cricket for one year
due to his involvement
in ball tampering episode. Winning and losing is different but the
captain played to a
plan did make an impact with an impressive run.
Apart from Kohli
and Tendulkar, Rahul
Dravid, Gautam Gam-

bhir, Sunil Gavaskar,
Virender Sehwag and
Dilip Vengsarkar are
the other India batsmen to have achieved
number one rankings
during their careers.
However, at 934
points, Kohli has become India’s highestranked batsman, 14th
overall, on the all-time
tally of points. If Kohli
can deliver another
strong performance in
the second Test at
Lord’s, then he can
break into the top-10
by leapfrogging Matthew Hayden, Kallis
and AB de Villiers,
whose highest points
tally was 935 each.
Donald Bradman (961)
and Steve Smith (947)
are the two batsmen
sitting on top of this
exclusive list.
Kohli scored 149
and 51 in India’s 31run defeat and has
gone up by 31 points,
which has helped him
to end Steve Smith’s
32-month reign as the

Kohli Colossal

top-ranked batsman
and reach the top of
the summit for the
first time in his 67Test career. Kohli now
leads Smith, who had
held the top spot since
December 2015, is out
of the game as he was
banned for one year in
ball tampering case by
five points, but will
have to maintain the
form in the remaining
four Tests to finish the
series as the world’s
highest-ranked batsman.
Kohli, who powered
India to the ICC U-19

Former Indian Captain
Dhoni launches ‘Run Adam’
A mobile platform to connect athletes with resources
By Ashok Dhamija
Former Indian
skipper M.S. Dhoni, a
Padma Bhushan and
Padma Shri awardee
on Tuesday August 7,
2018, launched,
India’s first 360
degree sports TechEcosystem, ‘Run
Adam’, created with a
vision to help realize
every sporting dream.
‘Run Adam’ uses its
technology platform to
connect athletes with
resources, including
sponsors, experts,
coaches, academies,
specialists among
others. Designed to be
a single-access, techenabled platform for
sportspersons, ‘Run
Adam’ provides
instant and easy
access to resources
across the country.
Registration on ‘Run
Adam’ is free for the
sporting community
and is available for
download on Google
Play store and Apple
store.

Former Indian skipper M.S. Dhoni along with CEO, and
MD of Run Adam K. Yeragaselvan during the launch of
India’s First 360 degree Sports Tech-Ecosystem that will
be a boon for athletes and various stake holders
The most successful Indian skipper of
all times M.S. Dhoni,
speaking on the
launch of the sports
tech-ecosystem and
said, “’Run Adam’ will
play a significant role
in aspiring sportspersons’ life to help
achieve their dreams.
I have faced challenges during the initial
stages of my career
and I see Run Adam

filling a vacuum”.
Dhoni who has
taken 25% stake in
his personal capacity
in the bootstrapped
tech-company and will
be the brand ambassador and mentor for the
mobile app further
added “ The sports
ecosystem will naturally help identify,
help and nurture
Cont. on pg. 7

Cricket World Cup title in 2008 and then
won the prestigious
Sir Garfield Sobers
Trophy for ICC Cricketer of the Year in
2017, is the 76th player to top the Test batting rankings. He is
also the number-one
ranked ODI batsman,
but is ranked 12th in
T20Is, 220 points behind number-one
ranked Aaron Finch of
Australia.
In Indian team other ther than Kohli
none other batsman at
the top and middle or-

der failed to apply
themselves to strike
the ball and that is
how we fail to get the
target.. The defensive
tactics did not work
wonders. The batting
coach Sanjay Bangar
and Shastri must address the batsmen to
apply themselves. To
lose from a stage of
just 84 runs required
to win on the penultimate day, the batting
by rest of the batsmen
was pathetic. Kohli is
talking positive as a
skipper but the rest of
the team and the
coaches should work
as a team.
Just like in South
Africa, the team suffered in the first test
due to poor team selection. Pujara would
have been crucial as
the No. 3 batsman
who can take the sting
out of the opponent’s
attack, particularly
being the only batsman with county experience. Both Vijay and

Pujara are crucial as
they can consume a lot
of balls and tire the
bowlers, and this always helps the batsmen to follow. The decision of Shastri once
again messed up. Another issue is that
Pandya, who was not
needed as a bowler in
these conditions is
picked up and one another additional spinner in Kudeep Yadav
was ignored to accommodate Pandya and
that was the major
mistake.
Kohli was a colossal at Edgbaston but
the rest of the team
could not do justice to
the team’s captain.
Edgbaston test was a
test for edgy team as
they cultivate the habit of losing the first
game on an overseas
tour. Thereafter, they
fight back to the wall
in the rest of the series. From here on it
is now or never situation.
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The World’s 20 Busiest Airports

Atlanta’s Harts field-Jackson International
Dubai International

Beijing Capital International

By Lakshman Sundar
International Airports are like the UN
General Assembly. You
come across many nationalities from many
countries under one
roof. The world’s 20
busiest airports, as designated by Airports
Council International,
welcomed 1.5 billion

passengers in 2017, 5.2
percent more than the
year before. The report
has many interesting
facts and figures. I am
glad to see New Delhi’s
Indira Gandhi International Airport is among
the top 20 busiest airports. Mumbai’s Chatrapathi Shivaji International Airport with
passenger traffic over
47 million per annum
ranks 29th.
The
world’s busiest airports
by passenger traffic are
measured by total passengers defined as passengers enplaned plus
passengers deplaned
plus direct-transit passengers.

Tokyo International

O’Hare International

Los Angeles International

London’s Heathrow International
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An honest IAS officer decides
to quit government service
Vijay Maruti Pingale, a 2004 batch officer of the Tamil Nadu
cadre, joined the civil services because he wanted to reform
governance from within the system. But after 14 years of trying, the civil servant, who holds an MBBS degree, has decided
to throw in the towel. Now he hopes to pursue his goal of
governance reform by joining an NGO.
He was the man who had introduced advanced technology to
fix responsibility for shoddy work on civic infrastructure projects
thus winning him much support among the public. He involved
IT companies in develop a digital dashboard for monitoring all
civic projects on a real-time basis at the field level. Dr. Pingale
had also unearthed a scam in the maintenance of public toilets.
More such officers are needed to cleanse the system and
integrate it with the latest technology available. Corruption is
endemic in India, worshiping Lakshmi at all costs is the norm,
the greater good is left by the wayside. if all the cohort or
comrades of Administrators act in unison (what is good for the
country) as trained upon passing the competitive exams, the
echelon bureacracy would certainly be a ‘steel frame’ one, with
transfers having no impact as the sucessor would tread the
same path. In this case, the sucessor is expected to be more
amenable, flexible, close one eye etc, and get along to save his
or her skin.
We need reformers like Pingale. Corruption and embezzlement of government fund has become the order of the day.
Despite getting crores of money for developmental activities
some states are in shambles from all angles. And the absence
of any mainstream media makes the matter worse. Accountability is almost zero.
Pingale was a dynamic and upright officer. Certainly it will
be a big loss to Government sector. But people will not care as
long as they get their freebies, reserved government jobs and
promotions. Let us hope the Central government steps in and
absorbs him in a suitable capacity.
Such heroes should be respected by being conferred upon the
highest National awards like Padma Shri, Padma Bushun etc.
to be a role model for young generation. It is sad that officers
like him are seen as enemy by the powerful and as people who
stand to suffer; we do not have any say in this matter. The
system does not allow us to question the political bosses as to
why he is treated “badly” when doing good for people. We need
fundamental change to give more powers to people [not this
once in 5 years during elections].
Nobody is interested in doing some sincere service to the
people. Those who are found to do so are, certainly, hounded
out till they leave out the department vexed absolutely with it.
Dr. Pingale’s case is one such. Innumerable movies have dealt
with the theme of cleansing the Augean stable of politics in
this country. But all to no avail. Dr. Pingale is another victim
of Government corruption. His decision to give up his prestigious career is one of an unqualified Sacrifice in this world of
mundane pursuit.
It is very disheartening to see a person of such a great
caliber has failed in front of these corrupt officials.This has to
stop if we want a corrupt free nation. So sad to see a person
who wanted to transform the basic standard of living losing
against the corrupt and antisocial. He can do lots of good to
community with an NGO which is righteous.

Cont. from pg. 1
ness School) carried out
two CSR activities at
various places in the
city on Tuesday August
7th, 2018.
Being held as part of
promoting their upcoming management event
‘Abstract 2018’, the
first of the CSR activity saw the students promote the cause of ‘Road
Safety’ at three prime
locations in Vashi under the guidance of Sr.
Police Inspector Satish
Gaikwad from Traffic

Control branch and
Navi Mumbai Traffic
Police department.
Over 120 students
headed by Siddharth
Shah, Shefali Dutt and
Karunya Noronha created awareness among
the motorist of ‘Safety
First’ in aspects of traffic, during the Road
Safety drive which was
held at Shivaji Maharaj Chowk junction,
Vashi - Panvel Highway and at Abhyudaya
Bank signal node.
In the second of its
CSR activities a ‘Tree
Plantation drive and
Seed bombing Activity’
too was conducted in

association with Green
Soul Organic Community Farm, Kharghar
simultaneously. A huge
number of students
came forward and
showed their concern
for the environment
with the motto of
“Green Environment,
Clean Environment”.
The students and faculty including their Director Dr. Sujata Chincholkar experienced a
relatively new concept
of Seed Bombing and
weeding. Many such
initiatives are proposed
in coming months to
generate social awareness.

FCRIMS Director Dr. Sujata Chincholkar along with her team of green brigade promoting the cause of ‘Green Environment, Clean Environment’ as part of their CSR activity
In Kharghar

FCRIMS volunteers with informative placards join Sr. Traffic Police Inspector Satish
Gaikwad and other RTO officials at Traffic Police department booth beneath Vashi
Flyover as part of the drive

Electricity...
Cont. from pg. 1
This campaign
which was carried out
from April to July had
in the squad Bhandup
municipal zone chief
engineer Pushpa
Chavan, Vashi board’s
superintendent
engineer Rajesh Naik,
Panvel’s executive
engineer Manik
Rathod and additional
executive engineer
Vivek Swami.
They detected
power theft which
consisted of tampering
with the electricity
meters, installing
remote control in the
meter, taking direct
electricity supply etc.

But because the
electricity board
possesses most moder
gadgets these theft
can be detected. Those
from electricity board
who took part in this
campaign include
Shashank Pantavne,

Mauti Bive, Pramod
Kumbhar, Aditya
Thande, Prashant
Rathod, Sagar Suryavanshi, Sachin
Shinde, Mahadev
Pangale, Nasim Khan
and other officers and
workers.
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Letter to the Editor....
Mobile Mania prevailing
in Metro Cities
Even though there are clear cut instructions
not to use Mobile in public places there is no
respite for using Mobile phones and the traffic police is also not taking
it so seriously. Too many accidents are taking place with Mobile
mania spoiling the traffic regulations.
I once happen to see an accident near a busy Railway Station when
a girl passing through my auto could not see the vehicle crossing as
she was busy talking over mobile and the Auto could not avoid hitting
the girl and she fell down in the middle of the busy road. She got up
and continue to talk over phone forgetting the accident. The impact
was severe and she would have felt the pain only on the next day. But
for the time being she was engrossed in Mobile conversation and that
was dangerous even
for her life.
There are so many
such incidents taking
place on the road and
the Police has taken a
serious view about
this and published as
many as eleven photos
to create an awareness. Even CCTV
installed to curtail the
menace, could not
curb the practise. It
is indeed a fine gesture on the part of
media to take up the
cause more seriously
to avoid Mobile menace on the streets and
the traffic police should do their duty most meticulously to keep the
people away from Mobile Phones and punish the erring road users
severely and penalize them to make it more stringent and curtail
such accidents happening on the road. It is a right step in the right
direction to make people realize through advertisements, warn or
harsh penalties to drivers, who are on their cell phones in moving
vehicle, thus failed to break the cycle of madness. It is time to change
and break the ice for the sake of saving lives.
It is a very common sight to catch people on their Mobile Phones
on the roads, in moving vehicles, standing on pavements, crossing the
tracks approaching trains and hanging out of trains having the
mouth piece in the hand most dangerously. It is quite imperative that
people oblivious to everything but that small gadget in their hands or
attached to a belt while ear-phones blocked out of the world.
The efforts by Government machinery, the police could not break
Mobile Menace. But from the very look it appears that people are
engrossed in their talk and the chances of accidents are too many.
From the moment getting down from the taxi or while travelling in a
train or travelling by a car we find mobile come into play and that is
root cause for many accidents. I do not know how people communicate in this shortest duration and where is the absolute need to keep
risking one’s life.
The way youngsters cross the road with mobiles on or when they
cross the level crossings, the mind is mainly on mobile and it appears
a dangerous move to do so in open and that too at the cost of life. The
risk is manifold when talking through a mobile on a moving vehicle.
Nothing has changed the singular obsession we have with this tiny
aid to communication, that has ironically, cut us from most of the
people who surround us while keeping us connected to those on the
other side of the city as well the country and the world over. All that
has changed, as increasingly cell phones change the way we live,
communicate, consume information etc in open. It is time to change
but the change will not come so fast.
- C.K. Subramaniam, Sanpada
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Inuaguration of commencing the
work of constructing gardens done
In presence of Mayor and Leader of the House

Within the
jurisdiction of
Panvel Municipal
Corporation, Central
Government’s
‘Amrut Campaign’ is
being carried out. In
connection with this
campaign, on Tuesday, an inspection by
public representatives was cone at
Ichapurti Shri
Ganesh Mandir near
Green Zone Develop-

ment Project Sainagar, Panvel ST
Stand. The inauguration of the work of
commencing the
works of constructing gardens was
done by mayhor Dr
Kavita Choutmol
and leader of the
house Paresh
Thakur. Present
during this occasion
were standing
committee chairman

Manohar Mhatre,
former deputy mayor
Charushila Gharat,
social development
chairman Prakash
Binedar, women and
children welfare
chairperson Darshana Bhoir, corporator
Tejas Kandpile,
Mukid Kazi, corporator Mugdha
Londe, Hemlata
Mhatre and residents of Sai Nagar.

Former...

backgrounds, and
many cannot reach
their goal mainly due
to lack of access to
resources. This mobile
app aims to bridge
this gap in sports. We
are excited and
encouraged by the
support that a stalwart like M. S. Dhoni

has given us. His
interest and involvement in ‘Run Adam’
inspired us to reinforce our vision to
bring the country’s
sporting ecosystem
under one umbrella to
help solve the biggest
challenges facing
sporting talent.”

Cont. from pg. 4
sporting talent early
and this can change
the destinies of
sportspersons as also
the future of sports in
India. When you help
sportspersons achieve
their full potential,
you propel the sporting quotient of the
entire country. My
decision to take stake
in the company was
due to the passion of
the team and their
vision for sportspersons”.
K. Yeragaselvan,
CEO, and MD of ‘Run
Adam’, said “India is
yet to achieve its full
potential in sports and
this is not because
there is a lack of
talent in the country.
Pursuing sports is
expensive in terms of
money, time and other
sacrifices that one has
to make. Most
sportspersons are selffunded and often don’t
come from affluent
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City Paddlers Bag Tops Honours At
District Level Table Tennis Championship
By Ashok Dhamija
Navi Mumbai: Playing
in different age groups
in the 2nd edition of the
‘Navi Mumbai &
Raigad District Table
Tennis Championship
Tournament-2018’,
Navi Mumbai paddlers
Rushabh D. Salaskar,
Ankita Kamlesh Singh
and Alina Mulla outstanding performances
saw them bag two Singles crown each on Sunday. Organised by Navi
Mumbai Sports & Samajik Vikas Mandal
and Raigad District
Table Tennis Association (RDTTA) jointly at
CIDCO Community
Centre, New Panvel
under the Guidance of
Shiv Chhatrapati
Awardee, Sanjay S.
Kadu the two day tournament witnessed participation from 285 paddlers who participated
across eight age groups
including Youth, Men
and Women Open, Veterans categories. The
District championship
which was inaugurated
by RDTTA Vice President, Snehal Sanjay
Kadu lived to its top
billing as the premier
tournament in the city
and witnessed as was
evident from many
closely
contested
matches including the
finals in both Singles
and Doubles events.
Rushabh who had
finished runner’s-up in
the first edition of this
very District tournament, however gave an
improved performance
in this time around. He
showed nerves of steel
to overcome Sarvesh
Vilas Angre (Pillai College, Rasayani) 4/3 in a
best of seven games finals to lift the Single
crown in the Youth
Boys category. Buoyed
by his maiden success
Rushabh who is a student in a Mumbai
based college, in absence of Panvel No. 1
and defending champion Amit Chavan, latter
defeated Vijaysingh Rawat from Taloja 4/1 to

Finalists across various age groups and open categories pose with their respective trophies in presence of the
dignitaries.
“ The second edition Public School, New
clinch the Men’s Sin- 1 to annex the underof the ‘Navi Mumbai & Panvel) 3/2.
gles title too, for his sec- 14 Girls crown too.
Aditi however made Raigad District Table
Under-12 Girls:
ond individual crown of
the championship. The up for the loss by domi- Tennis Championship Alina Mulla (Apeejay
wit- School, Nerul) beat
talented paddler latter nating the doubles Tournament’
teamed up with defend- event along with her nessed participation Janhvi Baguali (New
ing Veteran Singles partners Janhvi Bagua- from 285 players this Horizon School, New
champion Navin Natu li and Reet Sharma time around. The tour- Panvel) 3/2.
to win the Men’s Dou- from St. Joseph New nament witnessed
Under-12 Boys:
ble crown against the Panvel in the Under-12 many closely contested Tushar Khandekar
duo of Sneheel Sarangi and 14 Girls category matches which went (Bal Bharati Public
and Vijaysingh Rawat respectively for a gold- the distance and bare- School, Kharghar)
Siddharth
3/1, in what was an all en double.
ly few points separated beat
It was a mixed out- the winner’s from run- Gubbala (D.Y. Patil InNavi Mumbai affair.
On the other hand ing for D.Y. Patil Inter- ner’s-up. Regular prac- ternational School, NerAiroli based Ankita national School, Ner- tise and fitness are the ul) 3/2.
Kamlesh Singh was ul’s Siddharth Gubba- key take away from the
Under-14 Girls:
stretched to the limits la in the under-12 and tournament which also Alina Mulla (Apeejay
by under-12 paddler Ali- Under-14 Boys Singles is an indicator of quali- School, Nerul) beat
na Mulla twice in her title rounds. Siddharth ty of competition” Aditi Jadhav (DAV
quest for glory in the who lost the under-12 shared Sanjay S. Kadu, Public School, New
Youth Girls and Wom- final to Tushar Khande- President of RDTTA
Panvel) 3/1.
en Singles champion- kar (Bal Bharati PubUnder-14 Boys:
Results (Finals):
ship round. In both the lic School, Kharghar) 2/
Siddharth Gubbala
Singles Event
finalist the Kendriya 3, however held in
Beginner Girls: (D.Y. Patil InternationVidyalaya, Indian Insti- nerves to pip Rajneesh Tapashya Prashant al School, Nerul) beat
tution of Technology Chiplunkar (Apeejay Mokal (DAV Public Rajneesh Chiplunkar
(KV IIT), Powai student School, Kharghar) 3/2 School, New Panvel) (Apeejay
School,
prevailed over Apeejay in the under-14 finals. beat Swasti Bhoir Kharghar) 3/2.
latter (DAV Public School,
School, Nerul champi- Siddharth
Under-17 Girls:
on 4/3 in fiercely con- teamed up with
Sanskruti Sharma
New Panvel) 3 / 2.
Tushar to defeat
tested matches.
Beginner Boys: (DDAV Public School,
Earlier defending Kharghar based duo of Abhayraj Hiwale (*) New Panvel) beat Anchampion in the under- Anurag Rajesh and beat Kartik Pechetti kita Kamlesh Singh
12 Girls category Alina Pruthvi Raghav 3/2 in (*) 3 / 2.
(KVIIT, Powai) 4/2.
regained the District an evenly contested fiUnder -17 Boys:
Under-10 Girls:
level crown for the sec- nal to bag the first of his Anisha Patra (DAV Sneheel Sarangi (Apeeond time in a row after doubles crown. Sid- Public
School, jay School, Kharghar)
she defeated Janhvi dharth join hands with Kharghar)
beat beat Soham Sawant
Baguali (New Horizon Rajneesh to score an Vethassree Raju (DAV (D.P.S., Nerul) 4/2.
School, New Panvel) in easy win over Anurag Public School, New
Youth Girls: Anan edge of the seat Rajesh & Parth Wala- Panvel) 3 / 2.
kita Kamlesh Singh
thriller 3/2. Alina latter walkar (Both students
Under-10 Boys: (KVIIT, Powai) beat
shocked defending of Navi Mumbai based Parth Dhabe (DAV Alina Mulla (Apeejay
champions
Aditi school) 3/1 in the Boys Public School, New School, Nerul) 4/3.
Jadhav (DAV Public under-14 Boys double Panvel) beat SwasYouth
Boys:
School, New Panvel) 3/ final
tik Surjit Kundu (DAV Rushabh D. Salaskar

(Navi Mumbai) beat
Sarvesh Vilas Angre
(Pillai College, Rasayani) 4/3.
Women’s: Ankita
Kamlesh Singh (KVIIT,
Powai) beat Alina Mulla (Apeejay School , Nerul) 4/3.
Mens: Rushabh D.
Salaskar (Navi Mumbai) beat Vijaysingh
Rawat (Taloja Colony) 4/
1.
Veterans: Navin
Natu (Navi Mumbai)
beat Ramkrishna Gubbala (Kharghar) 3/2.
Doubles Event
Under-12 Girls:
Aditi Jadhav (D.A.V.
New Panvel) / Janhvi
Baguali (New Horizon
School, New Panvel)
beat Alina Mulla (Apeejay School, Nerul) /
Annisha Patra DAV
Public School,
Kharghar) 3/ 2.
Under-12 Boy’s:
Siddharth Gubbala
(D.Y. Patil International School, Nerul) / Tushar Khandekar (Bal Bharati Public School,
Kharghar)
beat
Anurag Rajesh / Pruthvi Raghav (Both from
Kharghar) 3/2
Under-14 Girls:
Reet Sharma (St. Joseph High School, New
Panvel) /Aditi Jadhav
(DAV Public School,
New Panvel) beat Janhavi Shrivardhankar
(St. Joseph High School.
New Panvel) / Alina
Mulla (Apeejay School,
Nerul) 3/1.
Under-14 Boys:
Siddharth Gubbala
(D.Y. Patil International School, Nerul) / Rajneesh Chiplunkar (Apeejay School, Kharghar)
beat Anurag Rajesh &
Parth Walawalkar
(*Both students of Navi
Mumbai based School)
3/1
Men’s Doubles :
Navin Natu / Rushabh
D. Salaskar (Both from
Navi Mumbai) beat
Sneheel Sarangi / Vijaysingh Rawat (Both
from Navi Mumbai) 3/
1.
*Info incomplete or
unavailable

